DISCLAIMER

The information contained in this website or Server System is for general information purposes, The information is provided by concerned registered societies only, we endeavour to keep the information available, we make no claim of any kind, express or implied, about the completeness, accuracy, reliability, suitability or availability with respect to the information viz Annual Returns Details, List of Members, Office Bearer Details, Member Details, Election Details, Audit Details etc or the information on the website for any purpose.

In no event will Department be liable for any loss or damage including without limitation, indirect or consequential loss or damage, or any loss or damage with the use of this website.

The sole purpose of this website or Server System is to provide information to the Public.

The information uploaded on this website has been received from concerned registered societies. The information has not been checked for authenticity. Therefore, this department makes no claim of any kind, express or implied, about the correctness and accuracy of such information so uploaded.